Abstract-3D-Network-on-Chips exploit the benefits of Network-on-Chips and 3D-Integrated Circuits allowing them to be considered as one of the most advanced and auspicious communication methodologies. On the other hand, the reliability of 3D-NoCs, due to the vulnerability of Through Silicon Vias, remains a major problem. Most of the existing techniques rely on correcting the TSV defects by using redundancies or employing routing algorithms. Nevertheless, they are not suitable for TSV-cluster defects as they can either lead to costly area and power consumption overheads, or they may result in non-minimal routing paths; thus, posing serious threats to the system reliability and overall performance. In this work, we present a scalable and low-overhead TSV usage and design method for 3D-NoC systems where the TSVs of a router can be utilized by its neighbors to deal with the cluster open defects. An adaptive online algorithm is also introduced to assist the proposed system to immediately work around the newly detected defects without using redundancies. The experimental results show the proposal ensure less than 2% of the routers being disabled, even with 50% of the TSV clusters defects. The performance evaluations also demonstrate unchanged performances for real applications under 5% of cluster defects.
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Introduction
I
n the past few years, the 3D-Network-on-Chip (3D-NoC) paradigm [1] is considered as one of the most promising architectures for IC design. It is a result of the fusion of 3D-Integrated Circuits (3D-ICs) [2] and the mesh-based Networkon-Chips (NoCs) [3] . In fact, the parallelism and scalability of NoCs can be further enhanced in the third dimension thanks to the short wire length and low power consumption of the ThroughSilicon Vias (TSVs), that constitute one of the main inter-layer communication mediums. As a result, the 3D-NoC paradigm is considered to be one of the most advanced and auspicious architectures.
As depicted in Fig. 1 , a TSV works as an inter-layer wire in 3D-NoCs, as well as in 3D-ICs. By creating vias, thinning the wafer and performing a thermo-compression [4] , TSVs are established and the two wafers can connect through them. TSVs are usually fabricated regularly into a group or a cluster, or irregularly in random positions. While TSVs bring many advantages for 3D-NoCs, one of their major drawbacks is reliability.
The yield rates of 3D-ICs using TSVs have been considered as a critical factor due to the imperfection of the manufacturing process [5] . The TSV defect-rates have been reported as nearly 0.63% [6] . Moreover, 3D-ICs suffer from the stress issue due to the difference between thermal expansion coefficients of the implementation materials [7] . The temperature variation between two layers has been reported to reach up to 10°C [8] which negatively affects the Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown and Thermal Cycling [9] . Not forget to mention that Electromigration [10] can also be a major concern. As a result, TSVs in 3D-ICs have become more fault sensitive, not only in the manufacturing phase; but, also during the operation time.
The TSV defects can be classified into four main types: Open (or void), Bridge, Stuck-at, and Crosstalk [5] , [9] , [11] . Open defects occur when TSVs are broken or misaligned, and their terminals are electrically disconnected. Bridge defects manifest when two or more TSVs connect together. As a result, these TSVs are unable to transmit the different values. Stuck-at faults short the TSV to ground or to Vdd which makes the output to always remain at '0' or '1' . If the TSV is partially defected, an extra delay can occur which may violate the timing requirements [11] . Crosstalk is the interference inflicted by surrounding TSVs on a victim TSV which creates unexpected values. This paper mainly focuses on open TSV defects, and the other types are not addressed.
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This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407, IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing 2 so far have dealt with the high fault-rate of TSVs in different approaches: improving the manufacturing process to enhance the reliability of TSVs [12] ; accounting the potential defects in the design stage [7] ; correcting the defected TSVs by using supporting circuits [13] , [14] , redundancy [11] , [15] , [16] , or Error Correction Codes [17] ; and using an alternative channel to avoid the defected TSV channel (e.g. using fault-tolerant routing [1] in NoCs). Although these works have impressively enhanced the reliability of TSV-based systems, there is still an existing issue in the fault distribution. Most of the first conducted works addressed the random distributions [16] , [18] ; however, the cluster defect distributions [5] , [15] , [19] are recently considered as the most realistic ones. To deal with the cluster TSV defect, most works aim to select a suitable grouping configuration [19] to distribute TSVs on different positions [5] or to enhance the redundancy correction rate [15] . Although these methods can improve the reliability of the system, adding extra redundancies and complex arbitration modules result in penalties on area cost, wire latency, and power consumption. Moreover, if the number of defective TSVs is larger than the number of assigned redundant ones, the vertical connection will be corrupted. Therefore, we observe that a better management solution can help to deal with this issue, especially for 3D-NoCs, where the low utilization rates of TSVs have been reported [20] .
In this paper, we propose a scalable TSV utilization architecture and methodology to tackle the lack of reliability in interlayer links. To reduce the TSV-cluster defects, a router corrects its defected TSV communication by choosing one of its four neighbor TSV-clusters located on the same layer. To avoid timing violation issues, we place the TSVs of two nearby routers in between them and a TSV-cluster is only shared between its two neighboring routers. Experimental results show that the solution can help 3D-NoCs to work around TSV-cluster defects without the need for redundancy. Therefore, reliability at reasonable overhead is guaranteed. Since this work only focuses on TSV fault recovery, detection is out of scope. Therefore, we assume there is an existing detection module which helps the system to detect the occurrence of TSV-cluster defects.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the motivations and prior works. In Section 3, we describe the proposed TSV fault-tolerant architecture. The algorithms and optimizations are explained in Section 4. Section 5 shows our evaluations and comparison results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. Table 1 summarizes the defect-rates of TSV fabrication. The defect-rate of TSVs is considered high which negatively affects the final yield. In [6] , 0.63% of the TSVs are reportedly defected, and the final yield without spares is only 15%. Besides the high defect-rates during the manufacturing stage, TSVs under operation also face several challenges with stress and thermal issues, as reported in [7] . As a result, TSVs are one of the most vulnerable components in 3D-ICs.
Motivations and Prior Works
Reliability Issues of TSV-based 3D-ICs
One of the matters that is still under investigation is the TSV failure distribution. In general, there are two main assumptions for the failure distribution: Random [16] , [18] and Clustering distributions [5] , [15] , [19] . Random TSV defect is efficiently dealt by adding redundancies and recovery methods; but, Clustering defects still remain a considerable challenge. Moreover, TSV misalignment [16] also may occur and is classified as a cluster defect. Because of the stress and thermal issues, TSVs may also be defected after manufacturing. In [9] , the authors presented several Mean Time To Failure equations of 3D-ICs affected by Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown, Thermal Cycling and Electromigration where the temperature values play an important role. Because of the clustering effects on hot-spot areas in 3D-ICs [4] , the obvious result was found to be the TSV-cluster defect.
TSV Fault Tolerance
Numerous works have addressed the fault tolerances and reliability issues in 3D-NoCs. In this paper, we focus on TSV defect tolerances. The existing works have approached the TSV faulttolerance in three layers: Physical layer, Data-link layer and System layer.
In Physical layer, the improvement of TSV manufacturing can help to reduce the defect-rate [12] . Designers can optimize the physical layout or use thermal-aware routing and placement methods to improve the reliability of 3D-ICs [7] . Even when a fabricated TSV has a short defect, a correction circuit, using a voltage comparator to gain the output voltage of the TSV, can be employed [13] . To enhance the reliability of TSVs, [14] proposed a method named Double TSV which uses two TSVs, instead of one, to maintain the vertical communication. If an open, short-tosubstrate or bridge defect occurs in one TSV, the communication is still performed by the duplicate one.
In the Data-link layer, the most common method is adding redundant TSVs to correct the defected ones [11] , [15] , [16] . The major concern of this method is to efficiently route from a defected TSV to a spare one. There are four basic solutions: (a) signal switching [6] , (b) single shifting [18] , (c) crossbar [16] and (d) network routing [15] . Because of the cluster defect, adding redundancies becomes a costly technique with a high number of needed spare TSVs (up to 50% in [15] , [19] ). In [5] , the authors propose a mapping method to reduce the impact of cluster defects. TSVs in the same group are mapped to a random position with the help of an optimization process. On the other hand, Zhao et al. [19] analyze the grouping method to achieve the best recovery. The work presented in [15] introduces an innovated method for TSV mapping by creating a network and implementing an algorithm for re-routing the defected TSVs. On the other hand, Reddy et. al [25] proposed a Time Division Multiplexing Access for TSVs which can help to correct defects with low area overheads. Loi et al. [16] proposed a crossbar redundancy structure for 3D-NoCs. A testing mechanism is also presented to help the system detecting the defected TSVs. Because TSVs manage the vertical connections in a 3D-NoC, Error Correction Coding [17] is also a prominent method for detecting and correcting the defected TSVs; however, this type of solutions requires extra bits, which significantly increases the area cost and power consumption.
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This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. solutions. To reduce the risk of thermal and stress issues in 3D-NoCs, thermal aware management [27] is also a promising solution. On the other hand, the majority of works proposed offline testing and recovery schemes which are not suitable for postmanufacturing. The system operation should stop to be tested and recovered. In [11] , the authors presented an online testing solution.
Because the reliability of TSVs is a critical issue, the need for online testing recovery is primordial. As we previously mentioned, the cluster defect is predicted to frequently occur. The most efficient solution for correcting random defects is grouping and adding redundancies. However, they are still inefficient for the cluster defect and require a costly extra area for the redundancies. Therefore, fault-tolerance for cluster defect is the main interest of this paper. On the other hand, several works [20] have been reporting the low utilization of the vertical connections using TSVs in 3D-NoCs. Motivated by the cluster defect issue and the low utilization of the TSVs in 3D-NoC, we propose in this paper a low-cost method for TSV fault-tolerance in 3D-NoCs.
Proposed TSV Fault Tolerance Architecture
To handle the TSV-cluster defects in 3D-NoCs, our solution is to share TSVs between neighboring routers. Therefore, when a TSVcluster fails, its router can borrow a healthy cluster from one of its neighbors to maintain the connection. Moreover, we also present several design optimization methods to improve the reliability of the system (Section 4.3).
Fault assumptions
Before we present the system structure, this subsection clarifies the fault assumptions taken in this proposal. Because the cluster defect [5] , [15] , [19] is the primary obstacle to be dealt in this paper, we assume there are no random defects. Here, we consider an occurred fault makes the whole TSVs in the cluster defected. For those who might be concerned about random defects, using redundancy [6] , [14] , [16] , [18] can be easily integrated into our TSV-cluster design. For controlling signals using TSVs, they are considered as a part of the TSV cluster instead of separated TSVs, which are better dealt as random defects (e.g., [11] uses Double TSV [14] ). The detection process, which can be handled in an online fashion using thermal-aware testing [28] or in an offline approach using a Built-In-Self-Test module [29] , is assumed to be existing and connected to the fault-tolerance module. To synchronize the configuration, the existing NoC infrastructure is used instead of adding TSVs. Therefore, no redundancy is required in the proposed architecture.
System structure
A simplified layout example of 3 × 3 × 3 3D-NoC system using the proposed TSV usage is depicted in Fig. 2 . For each vertical connection, a router needs a set of TSVs. Instead of grouping all TSVs together, as shown in Fig. 1 , they are divided into four groups. As a result, a router owns four TSV-clusters and has a maximum of four nearby TSV-clusters. If a TSV-cluster of a router defects, the router can choose one of its four neighboring clusters as a replacement without the need for redundancy. To satisfy the timing constraints, the router chooses the closest TSVcluster among its neighbor clusters. Taking into account further TSV-clusters is not considered in order to avoid long wires that are needed to establish the connection. By structuring the TSVs into four clusters for each router, we can maintain the scalability of 3D-NoCs and avoid long wire delay. Figure 3 shows the placement and connection of the TSV sharing area between R(1,1,1) and R(1,0,1). Because each router has two ports (up and down) and two directions (in and out), the number of TSV clusters is eight. Each TSV cluster handles a quarter of the vertical connection. By using tri-state gates, the system can control which router has access to the TSV clusters. 
Sharing Circuit Design
To borrow a TSV-cluster from a neighbor, the router needs supporting modules. Figure 4 (a) shows the wrapper of a 3D-Router with the additional supporting modules that perform the sharing algorithm, later explained in Section 4. There are two identical sharing modules (S-UP and S-DOWN) for the two vertical up and down connections and each connection has two configuration registers (CR) for the input and output ports. As previously depicted in Fig. 2 , R(1,1,1) shares the TSV-clusters with its four neighbors: R(1,1,0), R(1,1,2), R(1,0,1), and R(1,2,1). Figure 4 (b) shows the sharing circuit for one TSV-cluster. The input of this TSV-cluster is shared between R(2,1,0) and R(2,1,1) on layer2. The output of this TSV-cluster is shared between R(1,1,1) and R(1,1,0) on layer1.
In the case where this TSV-cluster is defected, or borrowed, the data can be sent by using one of the four neighboring clusters.
Based on the value of the 6-bit CR, the input, and output ports can select the data from: (1) its original TSV-cluster (first bit), (2) one of its four neighboring clusters (second bit) or (3) being disconnected (a replacement cluster is indicated in one of last four bits). As shown in Figure 4 (b), the least significant bit decides This is a preprint of an article in IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing. DOI: 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407 Copyright © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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whether R(2,1,1) can access its own TSV-cluster. The second least significant bit allows the neighboring router (R(2,1,0)) takes the access to this cluster. The last one-hot 4-bit of CR helps R(2,1,1) accessing one of its four nearby clusters. At the receiving router (R(1,1,1)), a similar CR with a synchronized value is used to establish the connection. Because the CR only manages the connectivity, its value has to be set carefully to avoid the possible conflict of TSV-cluster usage and to optimize the performance. To this aim, an adaptive sharing algorithm is needed. In the previous section, we presented how a router can use its nearby TSV-clusters to maintain the connection and the operation on a layer. The CR values need to be configured to deal with the TSV defects. The simplest way for this process is to perform it offline, and the configuration fuses the TSV group [15] . However, fixing the connections has two main drawbacks: (1) recovering a newly defected TSV needs to halt the system and re-perform the mapping, and (2) each application has a different distribution in the vertical connections and variations depending on the running task which is not optimized by offline mappings. Consequently, we aim to perform the mapping online so that the system can react immediately to the newly defected TSV-clusters and can consider the connectivity of the 3D-NoC system. Thus, this subsection provides an online algorithm for sharing TSVs which can be implemented into the system. Algorithm 1 shows the proposed algorithm for our sharing mechanism. Each router is assigned a weight for each of the vertical connections. This weight decides its priority in sharing/borrowing. The weights can be assigned at the design process or can be updated by a dedicated module. Changing the weights of routers can create different mappings. At the initial stage, all routers in the network exchange their weights and their TSVclusters status with their neighbors. In the next step, the algorithm performs the mapping process. If a TSV-cluster is defected, its corresponding router should find from its neighbors a possible candidate by relying on the following conditions:
Adaptive Online Sharing Algorithm
• The weight of the candidate has to be smaller than the current router.
• The candidate TSV-cluster has to be healthy and not borrowed.
• The weight of the final candidate is the least among all the possible candidates.
At the end of the algorithm, the router finds out a possible candidate for borrowing. If no candidates were found, the router's vertical connection is disabled. If there is a candidate, the router sends a request to the borrowing router to use its TSV-cluster as a replacement for the defected one. The routers having borrowed TSV-clusters also look for replacements among their neighbors. By using a weighted system, the disabled TSV-clusters focus on smaller weight routers. Figure 5 shows an example of how the sharing algorithm works on a 4 × 4 layer with ten defected TSV-clusters. Initially, the This is a preprint of an article in IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing. DOI: 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407 Copyright © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407, IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing routers in the center, which are predefined to have higher TSV utilization rates, have higher weights than those at the edges of the network, as depicted in Fig. 5 (a) . The sharing algorithm selects the best candidates, shown in Fig. 5 (b) , by following the rules previously explained in Algorithm 1. Fig. 5 (c) shows that this selection must be further refined by disabling the router having less than four functional (or not borrowed) TSV-clusters and canceling their borrowing. Moreover, we also observe the case in Fig. 5 (d) where two routers R(1,3,2) and R(1,3,3) are disabled; but, R(1,3,3) can borrow a TSV-cluster from R(1,3,2) to obtain full four TSV clusters. However, the borrowing is prohibited due to the higher weight of router R(1,3,2). In order to optimize this case, we use a technique named Weight adjustment in Section 4.2.
As shown in the above example, the chains of sharing lead to disabling the routers on the edges. Instead of having ten defected TSV-clusters, the algorithm only disables six routers having the lowest weights (40% of reduction). Consequently, maintaining the connections of the center routers, which have higher weights and utilize more vertical communications, can reduce the impact of TSV defects regarding overall performance.
Weight Generation
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Because the weights of routers play important roles in the sharing process, they need to be optimized to obtain optimal system performance and defect-resiliency. One possible solution is using a statistic-based solution where the priority of the vertical connections depends on the communication traffic [30] . In other words, the vertical connections having more data transmissions are assigned higher weights; otherwise, smaller weights are assigned.
Because the application mapping is out of the scope of this paper, we adopt a simple method where the routers in the middle of the layer have the highest weights. This priority rule is based on the observations made on network traffic during our evaluations where the middle routers usually have to handle more data than the ones located on the layer edges. Moreover, the middle routers have more diversity in the routing path which can enhance the ability to route packets inside the network. This assignment also helps to shift the disablement of vertical connections and the serialization processes to be more likely executed on the edges of the network. In such locations, the proposed algorithm can avoid the congestion by serializing or using virtual TSVs (Section 4.3). The router's weights are decreased and become the lowest at the edges of the layer. Equation 1 shows the used weight value assignment.
Weight router (x, y) = min(x, cols−x−1)+min(y, rows−y−1)+1 (1) Where cols and rows are the number of columns and rows within a layer, respectively.
The output of this weight assignment on a layer of 4 × 4 can be seen in Fig. 5 where, for instance, the weights of routers R(1,0,0), R(1,1,0), and R(1,1,1) are 1, 2, and 3, respectively. After applying the sharing mechanism, the disabled TSVclusters are shifted to the regions which consist of low weighted routers. Figure 6 (a) shows a case of three routers (R(1,0,0), R(1,0,1) and R(1,0,2)) which are disabled after the sharing process. However, there still are chances of optimizing these routers to obtain a better mapping. In fact, R(1,0,2) can borrow a TSV-cluster from R (1,0,1) . Therefore, the number of TSV-clusters of R(1,0,2) can be maintained to four.
Weight adjustment
To perform this optimization, the disabled router, after the sharing process by Algorithm 1, is brought to a new process. First, the router counts the number of possible TSV-clusters that it can borrow. Since three routers (R(1,0,0), R(1,0,1) and R(1,0,2)) are disabled, their TSV-clusters are free to be taken. At the end of this stage, R (1,0,0), R(1,0,1) and R(1,0,2) have 1, 3 , and 1 borrowed/defected TSV-clusters and are able to take 0, 1 and 1 TSV-cluster from their disabled neighbors, respectively. At the second stage, the router checks whether it can take the disabled router's cluster to obtain a full connection. Because R(1,0,2) has one borrowed cluster and is able to borrow another one from R(1,0,1), its weight is kept. The weights of other routers (R(1,0,1) and R(1,0,0)) are reduced to zero. As a result, R(1,0,2) can borrow a TSV cluster from R(1,0,1) despite the fact that it originally has a lower weight. The result is shown in Fig. 6 (b) where R(1,0,2) vertical connection is re-enabled. If the system wants to restart the sharing mechanism, the weights of all routers need to be reinitialized. Algorithm 2 shows the weight adjustment algorithm. It first calculates the total number of healthy TSVs that are possible for use. If the total number of healthy TSV-clusters is larger or equal than four, which is enough to maintain the vertical connection, the neighboring routers' weights are reduced. After that, the TSV sharing algorithm (Algorithm 1) is performed, where the router now can take TSV-clusters from the routers having higher weights, but is disabled.
Design optimization
Without adding redundancy, borrowing TSV-clusters to work around the defected ones makes some routers to have less than four accessible clusters (e.g., R(1,0,0) in Fig. 5 (d) ). As a result, the communications of these routers have been disabled. To tackle this problem, the naive solution is using a fault-tolerant routing algorithm to re-route the packets to a neighboring router. As we mentioned in Section 2, this solution may lead to non-minimal routing and congestion in the network. Therefore, we propose Virtual TSV to help these routers maintaining the connection without using any fault-tolerant routing algorithm. In the case where the Virtual TSV is unable to be performed, we also implement the Serialization technique which helps the vertical connection establishing only one or two TSV-clusters.
Virtual TSV
When a router is not granted the access to four TSV-clusters, it is disabled. However, if the number of nearby TSVs is larger or equal than four they can be utilized to establish a connection. A possible connection, which requires four TSV-clusters, may need This is a preprint of an article in IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing. DOI: 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407 Copyright © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407, IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing clusters belonging to the neighboring routers. If these routers do not use these clusters, the disabled router can borrow them for a short period to establish communication. The process of Virtual TSV can be seen in Algorithm 3. Figure 7 (a) shows an example of how Virtual TSV works where R(1,0,1) has a defective cluster (T(N)) and borrows a cluster from disabled R(1,0,0). When R(1,0,0) needs to establish an inter-layer communication, it requests to return the borrowed cluster T(E). When the packet is completely transmitted, the borrowing cluster is taken back by R(1,0,1) again. On the other hand, Fig. 7 (b) shows the case where a disabled router R(1,0,0) temporarily borrows a TSV-cluster from a higher weight router R(1,0,1) to establish an inter-layer connection. For selecting a suitable candidate to temporarily borrow, Algorithm 1 is utilized.
Because there is a case where R(1,0,1), which has the higher priority, occupies the TSV for a long transmission time, R(1,0,0) is unable to access the TSV to establish a connection. Moreover, at a high defect-rates, R(1,0,0) may not find any suitable candidate for Virtual TSV. In order to address these cases, we adopt the Serialization [31] technique to maintain the connection. Algorithm 3 shows how a router can request clusters for Virtual TSV. It first checks its original TSV clusters. If it has clusters lending to its neighbors, it requests to take them back. If the total number of available clusters is less than four, it must find suitable nearby clusters to have the necessary four clusters. This is achieved by using a similar process to the sharing algorithm (Algorithm 1). After the returning and borrowing requests are granted, the router can transmit its data. If the router fails to have four clusters, it enables Serialization mode (if it has a least one current cluster) or use fault-tolerant routing (if it has no cluster).
For a TSV-owning router receiving a "borrow-request" signal, it first checks whether it can temporarily let the requesting router use its clusters. If the clusters are not used, it sends a "borrowgrant" signal to the requesting router. At the same time, the TSVowner router stops sending any grant signals to its routing units to prevent them from using the borrowed clusters. As a result, the TSV-owner router is unable to route its packets in the vertical connection, and the requesting router can use the clusters. If the requesting router succeeds to find the necessary amount of four clusters, it transmits data and returns the borrowed TSV clusters back to their owners once the communication is over. However, if the requesting router fails to find the necessary four clusters, it turns off the "borrow-request" signal which cancels the borrowing process and returns the borrowed clusters to their owners.
Serialization Technique
Although the Virtual TSV can help the disabled router maintaining its vertical connection, there are still two situations where Virtual TSV cannot be performed: (a) there are less than four healthy TSVclusters, (b) the candidate TSV-cluster is occupied continuously by a higher priority router. In order to solve these cases, we use the Serialization technique [31] to keep the connectivity. If a cluster in this router is defected, Serialization is utilized to maintain the connection. Besides the serialization technique, Time Division Multiplexing Access for TSVs [25] is also promising solution to maintain the connection with a limited number of TSVs. Since the Serialization technique demands extra buffer slots and multiple cycles to handle a single flit, it may result in a considerable area cost overhead and performance degradation. However, the Serialization technique ensures the availability of a connection in high defect rates. Depending on the reliability requirements, designers can switch between the Serialization and fault-tolerant routing in the design phase or during the system operation.
For the serialization, the router needs at least one TSV-cluster to maintain its connection. If there is one available cluster, the 1:4
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407, IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing 8 serialization is used, if there are two available clusters, the 1:2 serialization is established. The up and down directions' output of the crossbar is stored in a register, and the serialization module transmits flits over the remained clusters. Figure 8 shows the vertical interface between two routers using 1:4 serialization. Two serial counters are used to synchronize the order of data. A flit is divided into four segments and transmitted in four clock cycles. For 1:2 serialization, the similar principle is used for two TSV clusters instead of one in 1:4.
Partially connected 3D-NoCs
Besides the uniform TSV distributed NoCs, shown in Fig. 2 , there is a case where TSVs are not found in every router which creates a partially connected 3D-NoC. Such systems are sometimes preferred for custom 3D-NoC designs, due to their low area cost and power overhead. Therefore, the efficiency of the proposed methodology with such 3D-NoC systems should be clarified. In partially connected 3D-NoCs, the TSV placing process should favor the case where routers with TSVs are placed close to each other to maintain the timing constraints. By placing these routers in a region, the sharing algorithm, presented in Section 4, can be performed in the same way as fully-connected networks without any modifications. The TSV clusters status of the router without TSVs is considered as defected and its corresponded vertical connection is disabled. In the case where routers with TSVs are placed distantly, the Serialization technique explained in Section 4.3.2, or a fault-tolerant routing algorithm can be utilized to maintain the connectivity of the standalone routers.
Evaluation Results
Evaluation Methodology
The proposed system was designed in Verilog-HDL, synthesized and prototyped with commercial CAD tools. We use NANGATE 45nm library [32] and NCSU FreePDK TSV [33] . The TSV size, pitch and Keep-out Zone are 4.06µm × 4.06µm, 10 µm, and 15 µm, respectively. The proposed technique is implemented into a 3D Mesh NoC system having four as the input buffers depth and 44-bit flit size. The flow-control is Stall-Go and the forwarding mechanism is Wormhole. First, we evalute the defectrate by inserting faults (defects) into TSV-clusters and assess the reliability of the proposed 3D-NoC system. Second, we use both synthetic and realistic traffic patterns as benchmarks to study the performance of the proposed system in comparison to the baseline model [34] . Third, we evaluate the hardware complexity of a single 3D router and compare our system with other proposed approaches [15] , [19] .
Defect-rate evaluation
In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed technique under different defect-rates, as shown in Figure 9 . To prove the scalability of our proposal, we evaluated several layer sizes: 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32, and 64 × 64. TSVs are grouped into clusters, as presented in Section 3 and the defect-rates vary from 5% to 50%. We perform the Monte-Carlo simulation for the proposed algorithms with 100,000 different samples and calculate the average results. We measure the ratio of four types routers in the layer: Normal (healthy or corrected), Virtual (router with virtual TSV), Serial (router using serialization) and Disabled (routers with disabled vertical connections). We also compare the obtained results with "Normal w/o FT" (Normal without FaultTolerance), where no fault-tolerant methods are used and routers with defected vertical connections are disabled. As shown in Figure 9 , the system mostly operates without disabling any vertical connections with fault-rates under 50%. Thanks to the Virtual TSV and Serialization techniques, the routers having less than four clusters are still able to work. Even at less than 20% of defect-rate, there are less than 10% of serialization connections in all simulated layer sizes. With 50% of defect-rate and a 2 × 2 layer size, the disabled router rate is negligible with about 1.565%. This can be easily dealt using a light-weight faulttolerant routing algorithm. When the layer size increases to be larger than 8 × 8, the number of disabled connections is mostly insubstantial. At 50% defect-rate, the disabled router ratios are nearly 0.63%, 0.50%, 0.44% and 0.42% with 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32, and 64 × 64 layer sizes, respectively. However, these defect-rates are extremely high; thus, our proposed mechanism can be considered as highly reliable.
In comparison to the system without fault-tolerant methods, there are significant improvements concerning healthy connections, especially at large layer sizes. In Figure 9 , the percentage of routers having four healthy TSV-clusters is represented by the "Normal w/o FT" curve. At 50% defect-rate, the average ratio of normal routers has been improved by 29.83%, 186.26%, 280.76%, 324.42%, 346.74%, and 257.79% for 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16, 32 × 32, and 64 × 64 layer sizes, respectively. The improvements are lesser with the small layer sizes such as 2 × 2 or 4 × 4. However, thanks to the Virtual TSV and Serialization, the workable connection rates have nearly reached 100%. As shown in Fig. 9 , the Serialization technique is utilized under 10% in the low defect rate cases (≤ 20%). Therefore, if the defect rates are expectedly low, designers can remove the Serialization technique from the proposed approach in order to save the overall area cost and power consumption without any significant impact on the system reliability.
In summary, this evaluation has shown a significant improvement in terms of reliability provided by our proposed mechanism. Thanks to the efficiency of the proposed architecture and algorithms, the system can mostly maintain all vertical connections, even at an extremely high defect-rate (50%). Although the defect rates are extremely high in comparison to the other works [15] , [19] (maximum 1%), this evaluation aims to show the limitations of the proposed work when employing a significant amount of TSV defects. This evaluation also shows the proposed mechanism ability to remain efficiently scalable. The proposal can be applied from a small layer size (e.g., 2 × 2) to a larger one (e.g., 64 × 64). The evaluation is also performed with a solid number of tests (100,000) which powerfully demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed approach. There were some cases where some routers were disabled; however, they can be recovered by simple and lightweight fault-tolerant routing algorithms.
Performance Evaluation
The previous section has proved the reliability of the proposed solution. In this section, we evaluate the system performance under TSV-cluster defects. As we previously mentioned, works in [20] have demonstrated the low utilization rates of the vertical connections; nevertheless, the performance degradation on highly stressed networks has to be investigated. To evaluate the performance of the proposed system and keep fair comparisons This is a preprint of an article in IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing. DOI: 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407 Copyright © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. Citation information: DOI 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407, IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing to the baseline, we adopted both synthetic and realistic traffic patterns as benchmarks. We selected Transpose, Uniform, Matrixmultiplication, and Hotspot 10% [35] as the synthetic benchmarks.
For realistic benchmarks, we chose H.264 video encoding system, Video Object Plane Decoder (VOPD), Picture In Picture (PIP) and Multiple Window Display (MWD) [35] . The configurations of these benchmarks are shown in Table 2 . The packets are injected until the saturation point of the network is reached. In order to keep a fair comparison, only TSV defects are injected. This means that the other fault-tolerant mechanisms [35] are disabled to not affect the performance.
Latency Evaluation
In this experiment, we evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture in terms of Average packet Latency (APL) over various benchmark programs and defect-rates. The simulation results This article has been accepted for publication in a future issue of this journal, but has not been fully edited. Content may change prior to final publication. are shown in Fig. 10 (a) . From this graph, we notice that with a 0% of defect-rate, the fault-tolerant system has similar performance in comparison to the baseline system. When we increase the defect-rates in the proposed system, it has demonstrated additional impacts on APL. At a 1% fault-rate using Matrix, Uniform, Transpose, and Hotspot 10% benchmarks, the system increases the APL by 83.24%, 64.46%, 11.30% and 66.55%, respectively. These high impacts are due to the occurrences of bottleneck inside the network. Because all vertical connections are utilized, Virtual TSV has caused congestion by sharing the TSV between two routers. The serialization is already a bottleneck technique. These bottlenecks effects are even higher at a 30% of defect-rate where the APL can be over three times that of the 0% case in the synthetic benchmarks.
With H.264, PIP, MWD and VOPD benchmarks, the APL incrementations is significantly reduced due to the low utilization rates of TSVs. We can observe the same performances of VOPD benchmark from a 1% to a 30% defect-rates. With the PIP benchmark, the system under 1% defect-rate has similar performance to 0% thanks to the optimization process which disables the unused clusters. With the MWD and H.264 benchmarks, the impact on APL is gradually increased when increasing the defect-rate. Even at a 30% of defect-rate, the APL values of MWD and H.264 are increased by 129.91% and 60.04%, respectively. Because there is no optimized routing technique for these benchmarks, the bottleneck effect is expected to happen. Figure 10 (b) depicts the throughput evaluation with different benchmarks. At 0% defect-rate, the proposed system's throughput is similar to that of the baseline. When defects are injected into the system, we can observe some degradation in throughput caused by the bottleneck effects on the system. Similar to APL, the throughput degradation on realistic traffic benchmarks (VOPD, H.264, MWD, and PIP) is significantly better than the synthetic ones. The system at a 20% defect-rate provides a decreased throughput by 71.17%, 64.36%, 67.44% and 64.37% for Transpose, Uniform, Matrix, and Hotspot 10%, respectively. At the same defect-rate, VOPD, MWD, PIP and H.264 have 46.03%, 50.04% 28.17%, and 19.79% of throughput degradation. This lower impact is caused by the low utilization of vertical connection rate and the optimization process. The throughput values of realistic benchmarks are naturally smaller than the synthetic ones because of the specific tasks order of execution that was observed in the task graphs [36] , [37] .
Throughput Evaluation
Although there are considerable degradations in the throughput evaluation, the system still maintains over 0.1 flit/node/cycle in the highly stressed benchmarks, even at extremely high defect-rates. Table 3 shows the comparison results of our work with two other inter-layer fault-tolerant communication methods. The selected two works were presented in [38] and [37] which target faulttolerant customized 3D-NoCs and hybrid-3D-NoC, respectively. Both two works support a maximum of one faulty vertical link. Since the benchmarks' configurations are not provided in [38] , we used normalized values representing the performance ratio of the fault-tolerant works over the baseline ones.
Performance comparison
As shown in Table 3 , our work provides better performance when compared to the customized 3D-NoC [38] . At the absence of defected links, the hybrid-3D-NoC [37] shows improvements in terms of APL thanks to the efficiency of their routing algorithms. 4 In order to compare with [37] , this work is inserted defect TSV clusters to create a defected all layers link.
However, it shows some degradation when a single defect is detected. On the other hand, our work maintains the similar APL and throughput values in the absence and presence of a single faulty TSV where the degradation is less than 1%. Moreover, the proposed technique even provides high reliability which allows the system works with multiple defected TSV clusters, as shown in Figure 10 . The customized 3D-NoC suffers from a significant performance degradation due to the lack of routing paths and frequent occurrence of bottlenecks which increase the APL by nearly 2.5 times and reduce the overall throughput by nearly three times. In summary, our proposed technique provides the similar performance as the baseline one while providing high resiliency against TSV defects. Table 4 illustrates the hardware complexity breakdown of the proposed router in terms of area, power (static, dynamic, and total), and speed. In comparison to the router in which we implement the proposed techniques, the area and power consumption have increased by 30.42% and 18.66%, respectively. The maximum speed has also slightly decreased by 12.37%. In comparison to the baseline model, the proposed system almost doubles the area cost and power consumption while decreasing the maximum frequency by about 50%. However, the TSV sharing and Serialization modules incur reasonable area and power consumption overheads which are 47.99% and 38.89% in comparison to the baseline router, respectively. Here, the TSV Sharing module handles the sharing algorithm and the Virtual TSV process While the Serialization module helps the router communicating in Serialization mode. Notably, the Serialization module, which occupies 8.54% and 8.68% of the total area cost and power consumption, respectively, can be removed from the architecture. As we previously discussed, the need of serialization is usually necessary for high defect rates. The layout of a layer is shown in Fig. 11 where the sharing TSV areas are depicted by the red boxes. As shown in Section 3.2, a TSV sharing area consists of eight clusters. For each port, R(1,1,1) can access T(E) of R (1,1,0) and R(1,1,0) can access This is a preprint of an article in IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing. DOI: 10.1109/TETC.2017.2762407 Copyright © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. R(1,1,1) . By placing the shared cluster areas between two routers, we can ensure a small extra wire delay for rerouting.
Router Hardware Complexity
T(W) of
Comparison
In order to understand the efficiency of the proposed approach, we compare it with existing solutions for cluster TSV defect, as shown in Table 5 . Here, we analyze our proposal with a network size of 4 × 4 × 4. Because the router and its TSV clusters structure are identical, similar results can be obtained with the others network sizes. TSV Grouping [19] optimized the configuration of redundancy to deal with TSV-cluster defects. TSV Network [15] established TSVs into a network which allows routing from defected TSVs to redundant ones. We select the best results on these two works [15] , [19] for the comparison. From this table, we can see that the average area of our proposal is 151.47µm 2 per TSV and, for a TSV size of 10µm × 10µm, the area overhead is about 51.47%. The TSV Network [15] has a similar value for 4:2 configuration (4 original TSVs and 2 redundant TSVs). With 8:4 configuration, TSV Grouping also obtained an average area of 151.86µm 2 . Because both TSV Grouping and TSV Network use redundant TSVs for recovery, the proposed method helps to reduce the total number of TSVs by eliminating the need for redundancy. In other words, the proposed approach relies on the existing number of TSVs and does not require any additional ones to maintain correct functionality.
On the other hand, the other configurations obtained lower area overheads. Nevertheless, we have to note that our arbiter not only consists of the rerouting circuit (similar to the multiplexers in TSV Network and TSV Grouping); but, also includes an online adaptive algorithm designed in hardware, in addition to the Virtual TSV and Serialization techniques. Both TSV Grouping and TSV Network have to require additional dedicated circuitries to recover from the cluster defects.
In terms of reliability, the proposed approach has proven its high resiliency, as previously shown in Section 5.2. TSV Grouping demonstrated a 100% of yield rate under a defect-rate of 1% and TSV Network obtained nearly 100% in the most cases. However, their approaches are different than our scheme, where they add redundancy to correct the defect TSVs. As a result, if the number of defected TSVs is larger than the number of redundant ones, they are unable to recover from the defected clusters. On the other hand, our technique can significantly improve the reliability by providing 98.11% of workable routers even at 50% of defected TSV-clusters. Moreover, at the low defect rates (e.g., under 5%), which is similar to [15] , [19] , our proposal also ensures 100% of working connections and demonstrates small performance degradation in the realistic traffic pattern benchmarks. Even with disabled vertical connections, the reliability of our system can also be improved by using a lightweight fault-tolerant routing.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presented an adaptive and scalable sharing methodology for TSVs in 3D-NoC systems to deal with the TSV-cluster defects. The results have proven the system's ability to provide high reliability that can reach up to 346.74% increase in functional routers. Moreover, the proposed approach can correctly work with a reasonable degradation, even under a 30% of defect-rate. The hardware complexity has shown a small overhead in terms of area cost (30.42%) and power consumption (18,66%) of router's logic. Since no TSV redundancy is not required in the proposed architecture and algorithms, we show that it is possible to provide a highly reliable system while maintaining the overhead reasonable.
As future work, the random TSV-defect is also an additional challenge for our 3D-NoC system. Furthermore, degradation factors on 3D-NoCs such as thermal dissipation, stress, operating voltages should be investigated.
